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VOYAGER 1: TO INFINITY AND BEYOND
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The most of greatest revelations happened by accident. But it is the exception that can show an impressive number of discoveries which have not been planned. An example for this is Voyager 1. The Voyager 1 spacecraft is a little outcast hero that brings its mission for over 33 years. It is 722-kilogram robotic American space probe launched by NASA on September 5, 1977 to study the outer Solar System and eventually interstellar space. The spacecraft receives routine instructions and commands and transmits data back to the Deep Space Network. It was the first probe to leave the Solar System and is the farthest human-made object from Earth. Now the goal is near.
Currently in extended mission, the task of the spacecraft is locating and studying the boundaries of the Solar System, including the Kuiper belt, the heliosphere and interstellar space. The primary mission ended November 20, 1980, after encountering the Jovian system in 1979 and the Saturnian system in 1980. It was the first probe to provide detailed images of the two largest planets and their moons. But it was only the beginning. 
Voyager 1 does something much more important, than just traveling to the eternity. It keeps the part of our civilization, the small friendly sign for other universes. It is the Golden Records that contain sounds and images selected to portray the diversity of life and culture on Earth, and are intended for any intelligent extraterrestrial life form, or for future humans, who may find them. 
The Family Portrait, or sometimes Portrait of the Planets, is an image of the Solar System acquired by Voyager 1 on February 14, 1990 from a distance of approximately 6 billion kilometers. This composite offers a unique - and unmatched - view of how it feels to look to our solar system from the "outside."
We need to expand space more. It still remains unknown. Who knows what it hides and what we will find there. Maybe these will be new resources or even life.
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